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I must survive. For Dr. BickelÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s sake, I must survive.Weakened by the nanomitesÃ¢â‚¬â„¢

drain, Gemma flees from General CushingÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s renewed pursuit. She finds temporary refuge

in Dr. BickelÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s vacant safe houseÃ¢â‚¬â€•refuge and time for her body to recover from the

damage inflicted by the nanomites.But how does an invisible woman with no identity survive in a

visible world?While the nanomites search for Dr. Bickel (intent upon facilitating his rescue), Gemma

appropriates a new identity and, piece by piece, secures a tenuous foothold in the real world that

allows her to move about unnoticed. To GemmaÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s amazement and grave misgivings, the

nanomites, who had previously withstood her every overture, show themselves to be her allies.Or

are they?The struggle for control is on.NanostealthBook 1: Stealthy StepsBook 2: Stealth

PowerBook 3: Stealth Retribution
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Vikki Kestell has delivered yet another amazing tale to the adventures of Gemma and her



nano-mites. Stealth Power is the 2nd in the story line of Gemma and you must read Vikki's first book

Stealthy Steps in order to understand and truly enjoy this 2nd book. I am an avid reader and have

read nearly every one of her books but I am particularly captivated by her Stealth series. I tell you I

just couldn't put this one down and read it in two days. Every time I thought I could put it down

something in the story would prevent me from walking away and I would find myself racing through

another chapter.If you are unfamiliar with Vikki Kestell's writing it is a wonderful and refreshing clean

approach to Christian positive stories. I love the fact that my kids can pick up any one of her books

and enjoy it with a happy heart. I wish more of the books I review had that same amazing approach,

this world needs it.I will not spoil this story but I will say it was not predictable. Every time I thought I

had clarity of the story path it would take an unexpected and exciting turn. The ending was powerful

and left me hungry for more of this amazing character Gemma. I could connect with her character

so well and the struggles she tackled. I don't know how great authors can do this with such ease but

it is a pure pleasure to read.Bottom Line: The best book I have read in the last year. This author is

one to follow.HINT: There is a 3rd book currently being written and will be printed in June. I can't

wait to see how she closes out this story!

I reluctantly began reading Vikki Kestell's first book in this series, 'Stealthy Steps' and by the end of

that book, I was hooked. Science fiction is not my usual genre, but this series goes well beyond

typical science fiction. The characters are well crafted and believable, the story line 'almost' not

science fiction. The book moves right along and I found myself being pulled into the story. I actually

cared about Gemma, Dr. Bickle, and all the little nanomites. The tale is loaded with action, intrigue,

drama, pathos, humor, and romance. AND, besides all that, it has a strong Christian message as

well. I have already pre-ordered the third book in the series and can't wait for its release date. Take

a chance - you won't regret it.

I received the first book free from Bookbub. So thankful that I didn't overlook it! I receive so many

free books from Bookbub that I rarely follow up on a series since I have hundreds more loaded on

my Kindle. This was the proverbial " I couldn't put it down". Within seconds of finishing the first I was

on  to buy then next two. I was very disheartened to finish the third and have no more. So much so

that I immediately emailed the author to request more! There was a hint of more coming from her,

though she stated there were four books ahead of it. I am waiting on the edge of my seat, I cannot

wait to continue this series! There is something for just about every facet of my interests...Sci-Fi,

thriller, drama, adventure, action. Factual science based sci-fi is awesome! Also spiritual truth that



brings to life repentance, and witnessing. I couldn't recommend any higher!

The second book was every bit as amazing and compelling as the first. More action and suspense

with wildly unbelievable situations and solutions made perfectly plausible--I am totally impressed by

this author's story-telling ability. Her unique writing style in this series makes everything that

happens to the main character, Gemma, seem as if it is happening to me while I'm reading it. I had

the adventure of a lifetime with Gemma Keyes and the nanomites. The books is suspense-filled,

action-packed, and filled with the psychological drama I admire. There's nothing I didn't like about

this book. Again, even in the most unorthodox situations, the Christian worldview wasn't

compromised and wasn't portrayed in a manner that made it seem ridiculous or unattractive. I

deeply respect Christian authors whose works excel the way Vikki Kestell's work does. She

demonstrates the vitality of her worldview--even when the world is filled with nano-technology,

human frailty, and high-powered danger.

I loved this book! I would recommend reading Stealthy Steps before reading Stealth Power for a

better understanding.I love the growth and interaction between Gemma and the nanomites. I loved

the growth of Gemma, from a scared wallflower to a bold, courageous, compassionate person.I

loved the suspense, the political intrigue, the confrontation of good vs. evil, with good winning.I

loved the Christian message in this book. I don't believe it was preachy. It presented the gospel in a

powerful way. I loved this quote: "Every time I thought I'd arrived at a place in my life where I could

at long last wash my hands of God, some unexpected and out-of-my control crisis sprang

up--something I had no solution for. So, yeah, I had this perverse inclination to pray."I loved

Gemma's spiritual growth. I immediately read Stealth Retribution to find out what would happen

next.

Oh, YES!!! Another page turner or "screen swiper"!!! Truly amazing writing. Again, I could feel the

emotions and impatience of Gemma. This book takes you on a wild ride, but does not leave you

hanging too much at the end. It concludes very well and leaves more to come. So, now I can

patiently await book 3. Thanks for another great read!!!

5 Stars, because I enjoyed the story, the intrigue, the plot, escaping reality for a bit. I did not want to

skip a page. I am just disappointed that I will have to wait until June, a whole 4 months away, to

read the end of this weaved tale. I have read the previous book Stealthy Steps too and that is why I



bought Stealth Power which did not disappoint my expectation. If you enjoy the futuristic then I

wager that you will enjoy this series!

You won't want to put it down! The plot twists and turns keep you guessing and the character

development is amazing. I have few books I would classify as exceptional but this is definitely one of

them.
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